INDEX—ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL*

Adams Express Co. v. Ky., 710.

Administrative Law
hearing procedure under Federal Alcohol Admin. Act: in general, 593-98, on applications for permits and proceedings to suspend, annul or revoke, 593-97, promulgation of regulations, 597-98; in the operation of the licensing system: in general, 621-44, delegation of legislative powers, 622-30, discretion in administrative agencies, 623-24, legislative standards, 626-27, participation of local authorities, 627-29; administrative review of control authority, 637-28; judicial review of control authority: in general, 638-44, on appeal, 63a, by mandamus proceedings, 649-42, by certiorari, 642, by injunction, prohibition and habeas corpus, 642-43; statutory method of review as exclusive, 643; stay of administrative order pending review, 644.

Advertising
extent of, by alcoholic beverage industry, 570-71; controls over, under F. A. C. A., 646-67; purposes of control over, under Federal Alcohol Admin. Act, 647-48; issuance of regulations concerning, 652-53; requirements under Federal Alcohol Admin. Act, 633-55; controls over, by Federal Trade Commis, 655-58; controls over, by states, 666-62; adoption of federal regulation by states, 662; proposed legislation to restrict, over radio, 662-64; furnishing of signs, restrictions on, 669-70; controls over, to protect dry areas, 670-700.

Alcohol Tax Unit
control over bottle manufacture, 578; functions, in general, 581-85; transfer of functions of F. A. A. to, 583; decentralized control under, 584-85; controls over construction and equipment of plants, 585-86; activity with reference to permits, 588; controls over: production, storage and tax payment, 588-91; bottling, 591, merchandising, 591-92, industrial alcohol, 592-93, exportation of alcoholic beverages, 599. See also Federal Alcohol Adm. Admin.


Basic Permits
see Permit System.

Beer
consumption of, 570; interstate barriers affecting sale of, 722-23; purposes of interstate barriers concerning, 724; effect of interstate barriers on, 726; suggested favoring of, in taxation, 731; tax rate on, 733; state and local rates, 734-36; effect of taxation on consumption of, 737-38.

Bootleggers
relation of tax program to, 738-42; production of, 741. See Brewers.

Bottles
regulation of size and manufacture, 578-79.

Brewers
number of, 570; controls over production, storage and tax payments by Alcohol Tax Unit, 589; what may be furnished by, to retailers, 668-69; self-regulation of, 689-95; restrictions on, as to control of retail outlets, 690. See Beer.

Bulk Sales
restrictions on, 577-78.

Choate, Joseph H., Jr., quoted, 647-48.

Civil Damage Acts
imposition of, prior to 18th Amendment, 548.


Constitutional Law
permit requirements of Federal Alcohol Admin. Act upheld, 576-77; due process of law: and denial of application for license, 631, and revocation of license, 632-33; state regulation of commerce in alcoholic beverages prior to 18th Amendment, 709-10. See Administrative Law and Twenty-First Amendment.

Consumers
restrictions on, in colonial times, 545; protection of interest of, advocated, 568; restrictions on, in monopoly states, 618-19.

Credit Sales
prohibition against, prior to 18th Amendment, 547.

DeLucca's Liquor License Case, 633, 635.

Distilled Spirits
consumption of, 570; experiments in limitation of volume produced, 573; interstate barriers affecting, 724-25; tax rate on, 732-33; state and local rates, 734-36; effect of taxation on consumption of, 737-38; illegal production of, 741.

Distillers
requirements concerning, prior to 18th Amendment, 552; number of, 570; restrictions on enlargement of capacity, 573; restrictions on competition between, 573-74; restrictions on construction and equipment of plants, 585-86; bonds given by, 586-88; controls over production, storage, and tax payments by Alcohol Tax Unit, 589-91; competition between, 674.

Dr. Miles Medical Co. v. Park & Sons Co., 678.

Dried Areas
protection of, 696-706; extent of, 696-98; controls over advertising to protect, 698-700; controls over transportation, 700-02; payment of federal occupational tax in, 702-03; local enforcement, 703-04; local option legislation, 706-08.

* F. A. A. and F. A. C. A. used in this index for Federal Alcohol Administration and Federal Alcohol Control Administration respectively.
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FAIR-TRADE ACTS
in general, 677-79; application of, in alcoholic beverage field, 679-87; state by state analysis, 680-85. See Price Control.

FEDERAL ALCOHOL ADMINISTRATION (F. A. A.)
creation of, 572; abolition of, under President’s Reorganization Plan, 582-84; regulations governing labeling and advertising, 649. See Alcohol Tax Unit.

FEDERAL ALCOHOL ADMINISTRATION ACT
hearing procedure under, in general, 593-98; on applications for permits and proceedings to suspend, annul or revoke, 593-97; promulgation of regulations, 597-98; trade practices prohibited under, 666-73.

FEDERAL ALCOHOL CONTROL ADMINISTRATION (F. A. C. A.)
establishment of, under National Industrial Recovery Act, 572; purposes of, 572; controls over labeling and advertising, 646-47; controls over trade practices under, 666.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
controls over labeling and advertising, 649-50; leaks in present label approval system, 650; beverages for intrastate sale, 651; issuance of regulations concerning, 653-55; controls over, under federal food and drug laws, 658-60; misbranding defined, 659; controls over, by states, 660-62; adoption of federal regulation by states, 662.

Leisy v. Hardin, 709.

LICENSING CONTROL
in colonial times, 544-51; prior to 18th Amendment, 548-51; “high license” laws under, 550-51; revenue emphasis v. control emphases, 603; analysis of eight states using, 605-12; mechanics of, 605; characteristics of licensing agencies, 606-97; interrelation of state and local control in, 607-09; scope of administrative authority under, 609; statutory provisions for, in New York, 610-11; trends in administrative action under, 611-12; legal questions in operation of: in general, 621-44; delegation of legislative powers, 622-30; discretion in administrative agencies, 623-44; legislative standards, 626-37; participation of local authorities, 627-29; constitutional attack: on denial of application for license, 631, on revocation of license, 632-33; inspection of licensed premises, 635; administrative review of control authority, 637-38; judicial review of control authority, 638-44.

Local Option
beginnings of, 528; legislation concerning, prior to 18th Amendment, 559-60; changes in areas, 697-98; legislation concerning, 706-08.

Loglisci v. Liquor Control Commission, 625.


MONOPOLY CONTROL
prior to 18th Amendment, 556-58; South Carolina experience under, 556-58; reason for failure, 557; advocacy of, at Repeal, 567; as a pattern of state control, 603-04; examination of, in general, 612-19; nature of, 612-14; administrative organization under, 614-15; scope of activities, 615-16; operations of, 617-19.

Old Dearborn Distributing Co. v. Seagram Distillers Corp., 678.

PERMIT SYSTEM
inauguration of, after Repeal, 575; inclusion of, in Federal Alcohol Adm’n Act, 575; administrative procedure for, 576; activities of Alcohol Tax Unit concerning, 588; hearing procedure: in general, 593-97; investigation of applications, 593-94; requests for hearings, 594; notice of contemplated denial, 594; evidence, 595; arguments of counsel, 595; administrative review, 596; judicial review, 596-97.

Plainos v. State, 656.

PRICE CONTROL
by legislature, in colonial times, 545; combination of liquor producers to effect, 555; practice of, under fair-trade acts, 677-87; state by state analysis, 680-85; effect of horizontal agreements, 685-86; activity of retailers in, 686-87. See Fair-Trade Acts.
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Prohibition
as a method of control prior to 18th Amendment, 558-63; in states, 560-62; federal legislation in aid of, in states, 562-63; in war time, 563-64; national prohibition: reasons for, 564, results of, 564-65.

Public Finance
taxation of alcoholic beverages and cider, 742-47.

Radio
proposals to restrict advertising of alcoholic beverages over, 662-64.

Raw Materials
controls over sources of supply, 580-81.

Rectifiers
number of, 570; restrictions on issuance of permits to, 574.

Reed Amendment, 563, 710.

Reichelderfer v. Johnson, 641.

Repeal
reasons for, 566; public attitudes toward legislation after, 567-59, 600-01; presidential proclamation, 571.

Retailers
controls over, in colonial times, 544-47; licensing of, before 18th Amendment, 548-51; number of, 570; prohibition against controls over, by vendors, 666-68; furnishing things of value to, 668-69; furnishing of signs to, 669-70; activity of, in connection with price control, 685-87.


Roosevelt, Franklin D.
repeal proclamation, 571.

Saloons
restrictions on conduct in, prior to 18th Amendment, 547-48.

Schechter Brothers Poultry Co. v. U. S., 572, 577, 647.

Scott v. Township Board of Arcada Township, 627, 628.

Self-Regulation
in brewing industry, 689-95.

South Carolina
government dispensaries in, 556-58.


State v. Harrison, 669.

Stills
number seized, 571, 739, 740-41; drop in seizures of, explained, 739-41.

Storekeeper-Gauger
supervision exercised over distilleries, 589-91.

Taft, William Howard
definition of whisky by, 553-55.

Taxation
purpose of, in colonial times, 546-47; recommendations for, after Repeal, 567-68; revenues from alcoholic beverages, 570; use of strip stamps to denote payment, 579-80; effect of payment of federal occupational tax in dry areas, 702-03; theory of, in alcoholic beverage field, 729-30; effect of pyramiding in, 730; recommendations for, after Repeal, 730-32; federal rates, past and present, 732-34; state and local rates, 734-36; consumption of alcoholic beverages and, 736-38; law enforcement and, 738-42; public finance and, 742-47; federal and state revenues from, 743-44; local revenues from, 744-45; sharing by governmental units, 745; earmarking of taxes, 745; administration of, in alcoholic beverage field, 747.

"Tied-Houses"
existence of, prior to 18th Amendment, 553-56; as a factor in bringing about Prohibition, 665; state laws against, 667; relation of, to price control legislation, 685. See Trade Practices.

Trade Practices
"tied-house" relationship prior to 18th Amendment, 555-56; controls over, under F. A. C. A., 666; prohibition against furnishing things of value to retailers, 668-70; controls over extension of credit, 670-71; restrictions on consignment sales, 672; federal jurisdiction over, 673-75; restrictions on price concessions, 675-77.

Twenty-First Amendment
reasons for adoption, 566; Congressional debates on, 710; comparison with Webb-Kenyon Act, 710-11, 714; effect of, on Commerce Clause, 711; effect of, on equal protection clause, 711; effect of, on transportation through a state, 712; effect of, on exportation of liquor, 714; power of state under, on federal territory, 714; validity of trade practice provisions in Federal Alcohol Adm'n Act under, 715-16; treatment of interstate barriers, 716.


U. S. v. Hill, 710.

Van De Vegt v. Board of Commissioners, 640.

Warehouse Receipts
legal treatment of, 687-88; proposed uniform statute, 688.

Webb-Kenyon Act
562-63, 709; comparison with 21st Amendment, 710-11, 714.

Whisky
President Taft's definition of, 553-55, 645.

Wholesalers
number of, 570; discrimination against out-of-state, 722.

Wilson Act, 562, 709.

Wine
consumption of, 570; excise tax differentials affecting, 722-23; purposes of interstate barriers concerning, 723-24; effect of interstate barriers on, 725; suggested favoring of, in taxation, 731; tax rate on, 733; state and local rates, 734-36; effect of taxation on consumption of, 737-38.

Wineries
number of, 570; controls over production, storage and tax payment by Alcohol Tax Units, 588.

Yacht Club Catering v. Bruckman, 644.

Ziffren, Inc. v. Reeves, 713.